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The spatial distributions of the electric potential and of the velocity and density of positiveions are calculated in the surroundings of a negatively-biased cylindrical probe immersed in anelectronegative plasma. The model equations are solved on the scale of the ionization length. Theposition of the sheath edge, the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge and the positive ion currentcollected by the probe are determined and compared with the values obtained by using analytic (orscaling) formulas. E�ects of control parameters on the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge andon the sheath width (thus, on the positive ion current) are investigated. A larger thermal motionof positive (and negative) ions causes the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge to increase, thesheath to increase and the positive ion current collected by the probe to increase. An increase in thenumber of collisions causes the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge to decrease and the sheathto decrease, resulting in a decrease in the positive ion current. An increase in the electronegativitycauses the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge to decrease and the sheath width to decrease,resulting in an increase in the positive ion current. As the value of the non-neutrality parameter qincreases, the positive ion current collected by the probe increases. We observed that the deviationfrom the plasma approximation became signi�cant even at q = 0:006, which is a typical case forhigh-density electronegative plasmas and that the plasma approximation was no longer valid exceptfor plasmas with the q less than 0.0005.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been growing interest in electronegativeplasmas because electronegative gases, such as oxygen,chlorine and SF6, have been used extensively for manyapplications of plasma processing. Some important is-sues in electronegative plasmas include the problem ofdetermining the electronegativity of the plasma, thesheath structure and the spatial distribution of plasmaspecies [1{3].If the electronegativity of a discharge is to be deter-mined, the densities of electrons and negative ions haveto be measured. A Langmuir probe can be applicable forthis purpose. For an electronegative plasma, a careful in-terpretation of the I � V data of the probe is required[4,5]. A comparison of the experimental I � V curve ofthe Langmuir probe with the theoretical I�V curve cangive a useful method of determining the plasma param-eters. In order to construct a theoretical I �V curve forthe cylindrical Langmuir probe, one should obtain theplasma solution around the biased probe [6,7].The problem of the plasma-sheath transition is still the
�E-mail: thchung@dau.ac.kr

subject of numerous recent investigations [8{11]. This ispartly due to the singularity caused by the representa-tions of various e�ects (collision, space charge and iontemperature). The variations of the plasma variables inthe plasma-wall transition region can be characterizedwith several scale lengths [12]. The ionization length orthe ion mean free path can be used for observing thevariations of plasma variables in the presheath region.On the other hand, the electron Debye length can beused as a scale length for the sheath region because thesheath width extends only a few electron Debye lengths[13]. The evolutions of plasma variables in the presheathregion can be represented more clearly with the scalelength of the ionization length.The theoretical model for the sheath structure of cylin-drical and spherical probes immersed in low-pressureelectronegative plasmas has been developed by severalauthors [8,9,14{19]. The use of the plasma approxima-tion in the presheath region has produced rich theoreti-cal observations of the oscillatory electric potential andstrati�ed presheath [15{22]. Some authors have insistedthat these oscillations can be attenuated with consider-ation of collisions and �nite thermal motion of positiveions [15].
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In a previous paper [23], a uid model for collisionlessplasmas with cold positive ions was developed for study-ing the structure of the plasma-wall boundary in low-pressure electonegative plasmas. Similar issues have alsobeen analyzed by several authors [19,20,22,24{26]. In thisstudy, the model is extended to include collisions and the�nite thermal motion of positive ions. The spatial distri-butions of the electric potential and of the velocity anddensity of positive ions are calculated in the surround-ings of a negatively-biased cylindrical probe immersed inan electronegative plasma. The control parameters arethe ratio of the negative ion density to the electron den-sity, the ratios of the electron temperature to the positiveand the negative ion temperatures and the ratio of themomentum transfer collision frequency to the ionizationfrequency.In contrast to the previous work [13], the model equa-tions in this study are solved on the scale of the ionizationlength. In that paper, there were some misleading argu-ments concerning the behavior of the sheath width asfunctions of the control parameters. One of aims of thiswork is to correct that. Moreover, a calculation of plasmavariables on the scale of the ionization length allows us todetermine more obviously the position of the sheath edgeand the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge. There-fore, the physical nature of the plasma sheath boundaryis more clearly described. From the calculated results,the position of the sheath edge, the positive ion velocityat sheath edge and the positive ion current collected bythe probe are determined and compared with analytic (orscaling) formulas. Especially, the e�ects of these controlparameters on the positive ion current collected by theprobe are investigated. The e�ect of the non-neutralityparameter, de�ned as the ratio between the electron De-bye length and the ionization length, is also discussed.Finally, the validity of the plasma approximation in thepresheath region is discussed.

II. FORMULATION
A uid model is developed without the quasi-neutralapproximation to solve for the spatial distributions ofelectric potential and of the density and velocity of pos-itive ions in the surroundings of a cylindrical probe im-mersed in an electronegative plasma. A set of coupledequations are formulated, including the steady-state uidequations of continuity and motion for the positive ionand Poisson's equation with Boltzmann electrons andBoltzmann negative ions [15, 16]. The assumption ofBoltzmann negative ions is valid for negative ions so longas the wall losses dominate volume recombination.The plasma variables are calculated along the distancefrom the plasma region to any arbitrary small distancenear the probe edge. For simplicity, the electronegativeplasma is assumed to consist of three charged species,which are positive ions, negative ions and electrons. The

basic equations for the positive ions are the continuityequation,
r � [n+v+] = �izne; (1)

and the equation of momentum transfer,
m+n+v+ � rv+ = en+E�rp+ �m+n+�cv+; (2)

where n+, m+, p+ and v+ are the density, the mass,the pressure and the velocity of a positive ion, respec-tively, ne is the electron density, �iz and �c are the ion-ization frequency and the momentum-transfer collisionfrequency, respectively and E is the electric �eld. In Eq.(2) the ionization source term is not included because asmall drag force due to collisions between positive ionsand neutrals is considered in this work [16].Poisson's equation is written as
"0r �E = e (n+ � ne � n�) ; E = �rV; (3)

where "0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, n� is thenegative ion density, e is the electron charge and V isthe electric potential. Electrons and negative ions areassumed to follow the Boltzmann energy distribution:
ne = ne0 exp

� eVkTe
� ; (4)

n� = n�0 exp
� eVkT�

� ; (5)
where Te and T� are the temperatures of the electronsand the negative ions, respectively and k is the Boltz-mann constant. The subscript 0 indicates the value atthe plasma region. In order for the Boltzmann relationfor negative ions to hold, the condition

�� � D� dn�dr (6)
must hold. Neglecting the recombination the negativeion ux is written as

�� = Z Kattnengdr; (7)
where D�, Katt and ng are the di�usion coe�cient ofnegative ions, the attachment coe�cient and the neutralgas density, respectively. The validity of this conditionwill be discussed in Section III.The model equations can be written in cylindrical co-ordinates with the assumption that positive ions moveradially towards the probes.ddrn+v+ + n+v+r = �izne; (8)

m+n+v+ dv+dr = �en+ dVdr � dp+dr �m+n+�cv+; (9)
"0
�d2Vdr2 + 1r dVdr

� = �e (n+ � ne � n�) ; (10)
where r denotes the radial position in cylindrical coor-dinates with the origin at the center of the probe. Themomentum-transfer collision frequency is written as

�c = ng�(v+)v+; (11)
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where �(v+) is the momentum transfer collision crosssection for collisions between positive ions and neutrals.Elastic and charge-exchange collisions contribute to thiscross section. We assume that this cross section has apower-law dependence on the positive ion speed of theform

�(v+) = �s
�v+cs

� ; (12)
where cs is the Bohm velocity (=pkTe=m+), �s is thecross section at that speed and  is the dimensionlessparameter ranging from 0 to �1 [27]. The case of  =0 corresponds to a constant cross section and the caseof  = �1 to a constant collision frequency. A constantcollision frequency ( = �1) is employed throughout thisstudy. The numerical calculation for arbitrary  (ratherthan �1) can be pursued without di�culty with somemodi�cations in the collision term of the momentum bal-ance equation.The solution of the model equations describes thestructure of the sheath (and presheath) region arounda cylindrical electrode. We use the following dimension-less variables and parameters:

� = r� ; ~n = n+ne0 ; u = �v+cs ; � = � eVkTe ; (13)
�0 = n�0ne0 ; � = TeT� ; + = TeT+ ; q = �D� ; � = �c�iz :where �D is the electron Debye length, � = cs=�iz is theionization length and T+ is the temperature of positiveions. The ionization length determines the overall widthsof the presheath region (and the sheath region). Thepresheath width scales similar to the ionization length.The q is sometimes called the non-neutrality parameter.For a �xed positive ion density, as the electronegativity isincreased, the Debye length increases due to a decrease inelectron density, thus resulting in a larger q. The neutralgas density and the temperatures of the electrons andnegative ions are taken as constant and an isothermalpositive ion ow is assumed.The dimensionless equations of ion continuity and mo-mentum balance for positive ions and Poisson's equationare written asdd� (~nu) + ~nu� = �e��; (14)�u� 1+u

� dud� = d�d� + 1+� + e��+~nu + u�; (15)
q2�d2�d�2 + 1� d�d�

� = ~n� e�� � �0e���: (16)
These three �rst-order nonlinear di�erential equationsare solved numerically to obtain the evolutions of theplasma variables along the distance from the plasma re-gion to the probe surface.The assumption �D � � clearly corresponds to q � 1.In the asymptotic limit q ! 0, Poisson equation is re-placed with the quasi-neutrality, resulting in the plasma

approximation. For the plasma approximation q = 0,these equations describe a charge-neutral plasma witha sheath of zero thickness. The plasma solution be-comes singular at the sheath-plasma boundary becausethe sheath is not charge neutral [16]. On the presheathscale, the sheath is in�nitely thin and the sheath edge isde�ned by a �eld singularity d�d� ! 1. Eq. (15) showsthat the plasma equation is singular at the point whereu2 = 1=+, regardless of collisions. This indicates thatthe Bohm criterion is not much modi�ed, regardless ofcollisions [28].If current continuity is assumed, we have a conservedquantity
�~nu = I: (17)

Then, the Poisson equation can be replaced with
q2�d2�d� + 1� d�d�

� = Iu� � e�� � �0e���: (18)
This equation, combined with the equation of motion,Eq. (15), with + ! 1 and � = 0, has been used toobtain the theoretical I � V characteristic curve of theprobe [6,7]. This is an extension of the cold-ion theoryof Allen-Boyd-Reynolds (ABR) [29{31].In the quasi-neutral region, the di�erential term of thePoisson equation, Eq. (18), may be neglected. Then, wehaveIu� � e�� � �0e��� = 0: (19)
Using Eq. (19) and its di�erentiation with respect to �,we can eliminate � and d�=d� from Eq. (15) to obtain�u+ I�u(e�� + �0e���)

� dud�
= 1 + 1+ e�� + �0�e���e�� + �0e���
+I�(e�� + �0�e���)(e�� + �0e���)2 : (20)

It should be noted that the velocity of positive ions en-tering the presheath depends on �0, �, +, � and I (thepositive ion current). Integrating this equation with theinitial condition u = 0 at � = 0, we obtain u as a functionof �. The integration needs a �xed value of I.Figure 1 shows the evolution of u with � for various�0 and I. The evolution of u with � has a sensitive de-pendence on �0. With larger values of �0, positive ionscan be accelerated steeply in the presheath. With smallervalues of I, positive ions can be accelerated steeply. How-ever, the values of + and � have insigni�cant inuenceon the evolution of u with �. These provide the initialconditions to the model equations, Eqs. (14)-(16). WithEq. (20), typical initial values are chosen as � = 0.0236and u = 0.1806 (assuming I = 0.72, � = 0.01, + = 30,� = 10 and �0 = 2) and according to Eq. (19), thevalue of � satisfying this condition is 1.794. The initial
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Fig. 1. The evolution of u with � near the plasma sheathtransition region for (a) two �0 and (b) two I , where + =30, � = 10, � = 0.1 and I = 0.5 for (a) and �0 = 5 for (b).
value of � varies depending on the control parametersand becomes 0.9739 when �0 = 5. The initial value ofthe normalized density is assumed to be ~n = 1 + �0.In this work, the sheath refers to the region surround-ing the probe where positive space charge exists; thatis, this region includes the ion sheath where the electrondensity is negligible and the transition region where theelectron density cannot be neglected, but quasineutral-ity can never be applied [32]. The sheath edge marks thepoint where quasineutrality breaks and where the elec-tric potential rises to in�nity at that point as mentionedbefore. The location of the sheath edge and the calcu-lated values of the density and the velocity of positiveions give the positive ion current to the probe.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main focus of this paper is to investigate the ef-fects of collisions and �nite thermal motions of positiveions and negative ions on the positive ion current to theprobe and on the position of sheath edge. In order toexamine these, the spatial distributions of the electric

potential and of the density and the velocity of positiveions should be obtained. For that purpose, Eqs. (14)-(16) are solved numerically by using the fourth-orderRunge-Kutta method with the initial condition, whichis obtained by solving the quasi-neutral equations, Eqs.(19) and (20).It is very di�cult to integrate Eqs. (14)-(16) from � =1. Instead, a choice of � = 1:0 as a start from the plasmaregion is made based on the fact that � is much largerthan the sheath width. We have tried several valuesfor the upper limit of integration and found that thenumerical solutions are quite stable and reasonable forthe choice of 1.0 �. Except for very small or large valuesof � for the initial condition (upper limit), the choiceof the upper limit does not much a�ect the location ofsheath edge and the positive ion current to the probe.As an example of the electronegative plasma, we canconsider an oxygen discharge with p = 10 mTorr and Te= 4 eV. We have cs = 3�105 cm/s, �iz = 106 1=s and �= 0.3 cm. On the presheath scale Eq. (6) can be writtenas
�2 � D�n�Kattngne : (21)

For the oxygen discharge above withKatt = 10�10cm3=s,D� = 3000 cm2=s and a moderate value of �0, this con-dition is easily ful�lled and the Boltzmann relation fornegative ions is valid.The spatial distributions of the normalized potential,the normalized density and the normalized velocity andux of positive ions entering the probe are calculatedfor various values of q, �0; �; + and �. Especially, thee�ects of the control parameters +, �, �, �0 and qon the radial pro�les of the electric potential and of thevelocity and density of positive ions toward the probeare investigated.In most of parameter region of this study, the solu-tions of the model equations, Eqs. (14)-(16), have oscil-latory structures. These oscillations occur because quasi-neutrality is violated while the positive ions do not sat-isfy the Bohm criterion [16]. The average potential con-tinues to increase during the oscillations. After a num-ber of oscillations, the Bohm criterion is satis�ed and asheath forms. However, such stationary potential oscilla-tions are artifacts inherent to the uid theory [15,17,33].Also, incomplete initial conditions for solving the coupleduid equations might give rise to the oscillations. As longas the plasma approximation is assumed in the plasmasheath transition region, the space-charge oscillations areaccompanied by a double layer (or strati�ed presheath)[34, 35]. However, the spatial oscillations shown in thesolutions of the model equations have a slightly di�erentnature than those associated with a double layer. In thiswork, the spatial oscillations occur due to the character-istics of the uid equation and its sensitive dependenceon the initial condition. However, if the initial conditionwith d�d� equal to 0 at � = 1 is used, no spatial oscilla-tions are observed. Thus, in order to fully address the
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Fig. 2. (a) Normalized potential, (b) normalized velocity,(c) normalized density and (d) normalized current of positiveions along the normalized distance for various positive iontemperatures (+ = 30, 50 and 70). Here, q = 0.0002, �0 =2, � = 10 and � = 0.5.
purpose of this work, the initial condition of d�d� = 0 at� = 1 is used throughout the study, getting rid of thespatial oscillations of the plasma variables.Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the normalized potentialand the normalized velocity of positive ions along thedistance from the plasma (� = 1.0) to the probe (� ap-proaches zero) for various values of + with q = 0.0002.Although � is cut o� at 0.5 in the �gures, the calculationproceeds up to zero. As + increases (as the positiveion temperature becomes lower), the sheath edge (�s) islocated at a larger value from the center of the probe.Here, the sheath edge can also be de�ned as either thepoint at which the electric potential becomes in�nite orthe point at which the positive ions reach the speed ofsound in the medium (the supersonic ion criterion) [7].Since the sheath edge is de�ned by a �eld singularityand the sheath is in�nitely thin on the presheath scale,we assume that the sheath width behaves similar to thepresheath width, which is the distance from the plasma(� = 1 in this work) to the sheath edge.For electronegative plasmas with collisionless and coldpositive ions, the Bohm criterion becomes

u2s � 1 + �s1 + �s� ; (22)
where subscript s means the value at the sheath edge.This condition can be written as

u2s � 11� �01+�0 (1� �) ; (23)
which has been justi�ed by di�erent methods, includingthe Sagdeev potential or the requirement of zero deriva-tives of space charge at the sheath-presheath edge withrespect to the potential [36{38].

Fig. 3. (a) Normalized potential, (b) normalized velocity,(c) normalized density and (d) normalized current of positiveions along the normalized distance for various negative iontemperatures (� = 10, 15 and 20). Here, q = 0.0002, �0 =2, + = 30 and � = 0.
The e�ect of + on the us (the positive ion velocity atthe sheath edge) behaves similarly as that of �. As the+ increases, the positive ion velocity at the sheath edgeis observed to decrease and the sheath width to decrease.From the �gure, it can be noted that if the positive ionshave larger thermal motion, the sheath is increased andthe positive ion current collected by the probe increases[26].Figures 2(c) shows the normalized density of positiveions along the distance for various parameter values of+. The density pro�le of positive ion is observed todecrease rapidly toward the probe as + increases. Fig-ure 2(d) shows the calculated �~nu(= I(�)) representingthe normalized positive ion current. The results indicatethat as + increases, the positive ion current collected bythe probe decreases. The calculated I(�) is observed toremain constant throughout the sheath region; therefore,I in Eq. (20) can be considered a constant. This allowsthe ABR theory to be valid for most of parameter regionof interest. The location of the sheath edge can be foundto be consistent in (a)-(d) of Figure 2. The normalizedpositive ion current collected by the probe is �s~nsus (sdenotes the value at the sheath edge).Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the normalized potentialand the normalized velocity of positive ions along thedistance from the plasma to the probe for various valuesof �. As the � increases from 10 to 20, the positiveion velocity at the sheath edge is observed to decrease, inagreement with Eq. (23) and the sheath width observedto decrease. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the normalizeddensity of positive ions and the calculated �~nu(= I(�))along the distance. The pro�les are observed to have thesame tendencies as those in Figure 2. However, the valueof � has more signi�cant e�ects than that of +.Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the normalized potential
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Fig. 4. (a) Normalized potential, (b) normalized velocity,(c) normalized density and (d) normalized current of positiveions along the normalized distance for various collision pa-rameters (� = 0, 0.5 and 1). Here, q = 0.0002, �0 = 2, � =10 and + = 30.

Fig. 5. (a) Normalized potential, (b) normalized velocity,(c) normalized density and (d) normalized current of positiveions along the normalized distance for various �0 (�0 = 0.5,2 and 5). Here, q = 0.0002, � = 10, + = 30 and � = 0.
and the normalized velocity of positive ions along thedistance for various � at q = 0.0002. The � indicatesthe ratio of the momentum transfer collision frequencyto the ionization frequency. This value de�nes the col-lisionality of the plasma and is small at low pressure,being less than 1 [28,33]. As � increases, the sheath edgeapproaches the plasma region. As shown, us decreasesas � increases. The increase in � (collision term) causesthe electric potential and the velocity to increase morerapidly going from the plasma to the probe.Figure 4(c) shows the normalized density of positiveions along the distance for various �. It is observed thatthe density pro�le of positive ion decreases drasticallytoward the probe as � increases. Figure 4(d) shows the

Fig. 6. (a) Normalized potential, (b) normalized velocity,(c) normalized density and (d) normalized current of positiveions along the normalized distance for various q (q = 0.0002,0.006 and 0.01). Here, �0 = 2, � = 10, + = 30 and � = 0.
calculated I(�) for several �. The results show that thepositive ion current to the probe decreases as � increases.The normalized potential and the normalized velocityof positive ions corresponding to the three di�erent �0are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). As �0 increases,the potential increases rapidly to higher values and thesheath width decreases. This result is in agreement withthe results of Crespo et al. [7] and Amemiya et al.[14]. As the �0 increases, the positive ion velocity atthe sheath edge is observed to decrease, in agreement ofEq. (23). Figure 5(c) shows the density pro�les of posi-tive ions for various �0. Toward the probe, the densitypro�le of positive ions is observed to decrease more dras-tically for higher values of �0. From Figure 5(d), onesees that the positive ion current collected by the probeincreases with increasing �0 because the initial value ofthe normalized density is 1 + �0. However, if a positiveion density (n+0) is �xed, with a normalization by 1 +�0, the results indicate that a lower �0 case produces alarger positive ion current.Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the pro�les of the electricpotential and of the normalized velocity of positive ionsfor three di�erent q. As q increases, the slopes of theelectric potential and the velocity decrease, indicatingthat the condition of a �eld singularity d�d� ! 1 is alle-viated. One should note that it is di�cult to observe thee�ect of q on the positive ion velocity at the sheath edgeand the sheath width because coordinate � itself dependson the q value in this formulation. However, physically,as q increases, more charged species are produced; thus,the electric potential increases more rapidly (going fromthe plasma to the probe) and the sheath width decreases.Figure 6(c) shows the normalized density of positive ionsalong the distance for various q. From Figure 6(d), thepositive ion current collected by the probe is seen to in-crease with increasing q because larger q results in more
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Fig. 7. Normalized density pro�les of positive ions calcu-lated by using the plasma approximation (~n = e��+�0e���)for various q values.
positive ion production by ionization.Figure 7 shows the normalized density pro�les of pos-itive ions calculated by the plasma approximation (~n =e�� + �0e���) for various q values. These are com-pared with Figure 6(c). As q increases, the deviationfrom the plasma approximation increases. A variety ofrich physics issues relating to the oscillatory potentialand to the strati�ed sheath stems from the adoption ofthe plasma approximation in the presheath region [15{22]. However, the calculation of this work indicates thata deviation from the plasma approximation becomes sig-ni�cant even at q = 0:006, which is a typical case for highdensity electronegative plasmas and that the plasma ap-proximation is no longer valid except for plasmas withthe q less than 0.0005. One should note that the applica-bility of this model is limited to the case of thin sheathswhere the electron Debye length is much lower than theprobe radius because this model neglects the orbital mo-tion of the ions. Moreover, the probe radius should notbe too small compared to the ionization length. Whenrp � �, it governs the size of presheath and collisions(and ionization) play little role. As the value of q in-creases, the sheath width decreases, so this model cannotexplain the positive ion collection by the probe in a largeq region. Therefore, the analysis of this study is valid inonly an appropriate range of the q value.In relation with the probe experiment, one applicationof this formulation is to �nd the ionization rate of theplasma. The positive ion saturation current is written as

I+ = 2�ersn+sv+s = 2�e�ne0csI: (24)
The electron density ne0 and the electron temperature(thus cs) are supposed to be determined from the elec-tron saturation current and the slope of the experimentalI�V curve of the probe in the exponential region. If �0,� and � can be known or assumed, then we can estimatethe � value (thus the ionization rate) of the plasma by

carefully comparing I+ and I.Although this model can give quite a clear picture ofthe sheath region and the location of the sheath edge forvarious sets of plasma parameters and can allow us toestimate the positive ion current easily, this model hassome drawback in predicting the probe I � V charac-teristics accurately. For one, the model in the presentwork may not precisely describe the ion motion in thesheath region because the assumptions made in formu-lating the model equations and the condition of constantparameters might not be valid in the sheath region. Inaddition, one should note that a kinetic analysis has tobe performed to take into account the e�ects of ion or-bital motion, ion trapping in the sheath and the �nitelength of the cylindrical probe because in the collisionallimit, the correct expression for the ion saturation cur-rent for a cylindrical probe should contain a logarithmicterm accounting for the �nite length of the probe.

IV. CONCLUSION
The spatial distributions of the electric potential andof the velocity and density of positive ions are calcu-lated in the surroundings of a negatively-biased cylindri-cal probe immersed in an electronegative plasma. Thecontrol parameters are the ratio of the negative ion den-sity to the electron density, the ratios of the electrontemperature to the positive and the negative ion tem-peratures and the ratio of the rate coe�cient for themomentum transfer collision to that for the ionization.The model equations are solved on the scale of the ion-ization length. The position of the sheath edge (�s),the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge (us) and thepositive ion current (�s~nsus) collected by the probe aredetermined and compared with the results from analytic(or scaling) formulas. The e�ects of the control param-eters on the positive ion velocity at the sheath edge andon the position of the sheath edge (and sheath width)are discussed. The position of the sheath edge deter-mines the sheath area for positive ion collection. Theresults of the calculation are consistent with the resultsfrom the analytic (or scaling) formulas. If positive (andnegative) ions have a larger thermal motion, the posi-tive ion velocity at the sheath edge, the sheath and thepositive ion current collected by the probe increase. Anincrease in the number of collision causes the positive ionvelocity at the sheath edge to decrease and the sheathto decrease, resulting in a decrease in the positive ioncurrent. An increase in electronegativity (�0) causes thepositive ion velocity at sheath edge to decrease and thesheath width to decrease, resulting in an increase in thepositive ion current. As the value of the non-neutralityparameter q increases, the positive ion current collectedby the probe increases. The deviation from the plasmaapproximation is observed to become signi�cant even atq = 0:006, which is a typical case for high-density elec-
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tronegative plasmas and the plasma approximation is nolonger valid, except for plasmas with q less than 0.0005.The merit of this model lies in its giving a clear pictureof the plasma sheath boundary and a straight-forwardcalculation of the positive ion current collected by theprobe.
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